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Tabung Anugerah ANSERI 2013

Assalaamu'alaikum dan Salam Sejahtera,

1. We have been discussing on an award-based motivation to students and teachers at our beloved MRSM that
hopefully can translate to better SPM result for MRSM Beseri this year, hence improve our MRSM current ranking from
now on.

2. So on Friday night 27th September 2013, in our scheduled meeting we discussed to create a Tabung, which we can
call it Tabung Anugerah ANSERI (TAA). This tabung will now open and continue open throughout the year and at all the
time into the future.

3. Of course, the main objective for this Tabung is to raise fund to sponsor awards for Malam Anugerah ANSERI. This
year we plan to sponsor 'small' awards, due to short time we have, in conjunction with MRSM Beseri&rsquo;s Graduation
Day that will take place on 12th October 2013.

4. It was proposed that awards of RM 1000 each plus a certificate and a trophy to be given to the best student of each
subjects &ndash; there are 12 subjects altogether. On top of that we will award RM5000 plus a certificate and a trophy to
teachers/department with the most A scored for a subject.

5. We&rsquo;re communicating this to Cikgu Salim today and open the Tabung for all Anserians to contribute any
amount sincerily to the Tabung. We have already received pledges from individuals to sponsor awards for three subjects
thus far.

6. Those who want to contribute please use our Anseri&rsquo;s Maybank Account for fund transfer as follows:
Anseri (Persatuan Bekas Pelajar MRSM Beseri)
MBB 564490303504
Email: derma@anseri.org
Ref: TAA

7. Tabung Anugerah ANSERI itself can be expanded in future to provide other assistances to MRSM Beseri as well as to
Anserians family, when In Shaa Allah the tabung itself is in good shape.

8. This is a voluntary act of giving back we&rsquo;ve been echoing about within our ANSERI family. Let&rsquo;s open
our hearts and our wallets to contribute to our beloved MRSM and ANSERI family, and may Allah rewards our sincere
contributions abundantly.
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On behalf of

ANSERI Executive Committee 2013-2015.

P/s: The final awards may change after our discussion with Cikgu Salim, the current principal at our MRSM.
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